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At Ampleforth we encourage all our students to engage in a range of activities. This booklet gives
details of the activities presently on offer. Most students will make their choices on returning in
September; this is done online by the students themselves and confirmed in tutorials (with tutor
support) on the first day of term. All Year 9 students will be hosted by the CCF for the first two
Friday Afternoons of term; this forms part of their induction and is another chance to get to know their
year group. At the end of that process they will complete their Friday afternoon activity choices and
therefore should opt for a second activity choice ahead of time, should CCF not be to their liking.
Activities are open to all unless specified.
There are several conditions:


All students must choose a Friday afternoon activity



Yr12 Students must choose a Service Activity on Friday afternoon



Yr 9 must choose a minimum of 3 activities (may include Team Run)



Yr 10/11 should choose a minimum of 2 (may include a GCSE/academic activity)



Yr 12 should choose a minimum of 2 (may include a late evening activity/Society)



Yr 13 must choose a Friday afternoon activity (may be an academic activity). All other
activities remain optional.

Summer Term Only


Yr 11 may choose a private study activity* (Library, or subject support)



Yr 13 Friday afternoon activities slot is available for private study in houses*. All activities
remain optional.
*Orchestral students should continue with Music unless released and CCF cadets must
continue to attend CCF until released after Exhibition
Students may opt for more than two activities.

Other points to note:


If students are in the Orchestra, they will be required for both Friday activity slots at the
discretion of the music department. Musicians may need to include additional musical activities
(dependent on instrument/skill) but would be expected to opt for a further non-musical activity.
(Hsms will take into consideration the overall loading of a student who is involved in both the
Orchestra/Pro Musica and is in a games team set.)



Team Set games players should opt for at least one non-games activity.



Set lists will be drawn up for each activity and this will appear on each student's individual
timetable/co-curricular record. This will be visible to the students and their parents.



Set lists will be finalised before the first activity slot of each term. After this date no further
changes will be made unless agreed by the Director of Co-Curricular in discussion with activity
leaders and tutor.
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Students must treat activities as lessons. Failure to attend an activity will result in an activity
sanction. These sanctions are:



o

Missing activity without valid reason – warning

o

Attending a different activity without communication - warning

o

Missing second time without valid reason – school DC

o

Missing multiple times - Saturday evening DC

Students who do not choose the correct number of activities will have an activity allocated to
them. This can be changed after a discussion with the Director of Co-Curricular.

Activity times
Friday afternoon - 14.50-16.50
Evening activities – 16.55-18.30
(Timings will vary for each individual activity and will be before or after supper)
Please note: Some activities e.g. for sixth form, will take place during prep. Some sports activities take
place before breakfast, such as S&C/swimming. These students will sign out with Hsms
Please take particular note of the following to avoid possible disappointment:


Some activities are aimed at the Sixth Form Students and as such are not available to Middle
School students. The information section of the activity explains any conditions.



Activities should not be merely selected but looked into and then pursued in order to take part.
These include: Ampleforth News, Ampleforth TV, Cookery, Game keeping and some of the
Music groups such as Orchestra and Pro Musica.



The Theatre holds regular auditions for the many productions that are put on and so there are
many opportunities to be involved in this aspect of College life.



Those wishing to join a theatre activity should choose a ‘back up’ activity if unsuccessful at
audition. This can of course be theatre related (make up, costume etc).

Although these guidelines exist, students are encouraged to discuss their interests with the Director of
Co-Curricular or their Tutor. Please note that some activities do incur an extra charge but this should
be made clear before these are raised against the bill and are subsidised where possible.

Victoria Anglim

Director of Co-Curricular
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ACTIVITIES LIST:
ALBAN ROE PROJECTS
Service: Yr 12
The Alban Roe Projects, named after St Alban Roe, a Benedictine priest and one of the Forty Martyrs
of England and Wales, are about contributing to the Community we live in. We invite students in their
preparation for life beyond the valley to give a period of voluntary service in the local community.
They provide an opportunity for students to give a unique contribution to the life of the school from
the moment they arrive in the M6 and currently include work in local nursery and primary schools,
work with the elderly and handicapped, an ecological project with Helmsley Walled Garden and work
in local charity shops. The scheme began in October 2009 and is subject to development.
The scheme aims at helping our students to:
Gain experience of others less fortunate than themselves and gain an awareness of injustice, poverty
and infirmity; improve their communication skills, have fun meeting new people, support their UCAS
applications and truly make a difference.
Volunteers give an initial commitment of ten weeks approximately 2 hrs per week on a Friday
afternoon. This counts as one of their timetabled activities. At the end of the ten weeks there is an
evaluation when students can decide whether to continue into the Spring term or end their
commitment at this point. The decision will be respected and the length of time they have given will
be valued and recognised by the school.
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ALPHA
Alpha Activity Yr 11upwards
Students in the Upper sixth run an Alpha course for years 11, 12 and 13. This 9 week course involves
sharing some food (which isn’t school food!), watching a short film (based on different questions
within the Christian faith) and having a group discussion afterwards about questions raised in the film.
The evenings are going to be social but also a chance to question what you really think about the big
questions in life - all opinions are welcome!
Alpha Leaders Service
Alpha leaders meet on Friday afternoons over a tea and coffee. This is an opportunity to serve Alpha
by planning the sessions, being involved in setting up and leading small groups. It will be fun, relaxed
and productive! We need student representatives from each year (of year 11 to 13) and this counts
towards year 12 service.

AMPLEFORTH ARCHERS
Ampleforth Archers is a Target Archery society which meets on Friday afternoon. Initially it was
started as a recreational society but as the skill level of participants improves students will be entered
into three awards - Beginner which is performed at a distance of 10m and will assess their initial
mastery of the skills required to be a good Archer as well as their ability to achieve a minimum score
of 100 with 15 arrows. Intermediate which will look at not only the basic skills of shooting but also
their ability to string and unstring a bow, they will learn the different parts of the bow and how they
are maintained as well as also being required to shoot a minimum score of 115 with 15 arrows at 15m.
Finally, the Advanced award will see them shooting at 20m as well as learning how to fletch arrows.
This is also the minimum distance at which they might shoot in competition.
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ASTRONOMY CLUB
All years
The Astronomy club meets every week after school to look at the night sky. Timings vary throughout
the year but in the Autumn term, they meet at 5.30pm once it’s dark. Throughout the year, there are
additional events (based on significant space news and events such as meteor showers etc) and trips to
nearby observation towers and observatories.

THE AQUINAS SOCIETY
Yr 12 – Yr 13
The Aquinas Society, named after the great medieval philosopher and theologian, gives students in the
sixth form the opportunity to read more widely in these disciplines. Meetings take the form of
informal discussions based on a text. A Society tie will be awarded to those who have presented a
paper at meetings of the society. Involvement in the society is an ideal way of preparing to study
Theology, Philosophy, or related subjects at university.
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ART
The Sunley Centre offers an extensive range of activities that individual students can become involved
in on a voluntary basis, and use to develop their own line of creativity. We provide support and
encouragement to help the students develop at their own pace within a relaxed environment.
Art activities are open to all twice a week including a year 9 Junior art activity, Textiles (all fabric
work), Landscape Drawing (Summer term) and a year 10/11 GCSE art session. The sixth form also
have Life Drawing classes and specialist workshops.
The facilities include:


Sculpture Studio: working in stone, wood, clay, plaster, and metal



Digital Imaging and computer art



History of Art and Art appreciation resources



Drawing & Painting in a variety of media

The Art Society is an additional sixth form activity run by the students, for the students. Come along
and watch art films, speak to visiting artists and designers and enjoy cups of tea and doughnuts!
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AUTISM PLUS
Service Yr 12
Autism Plus was founded 30 years ago by a group of parents of adult children, all diagnosed with an
autism spectrum condition. After reaching school leaving age they found there was no service to
support their children through adulthood. Coming together they worked tirelessly to establish a
provision that met the needs of their children. The group was able to secure the use of a Victorian
house, in the market town of Thorne, near Doncaster in South Yorkshire to provide residential
support; today Thorne House continues to be one of our main operating sites.
Over the quarter of a century that the charity has operated, they have achieved a great deal. They now
provide support across the North of England. They support individuals who have autism, learning
disabilities and mental health diagnoses. In every part of their service they support people to take more
control over their lives. Ampleforth College students support this project through manual labour in the
Benedictine tradition. The main task focusses on Horticulture in the form of hedge planting,
maintenance and vegetable cultivation. It is a very hands on activity and extremely enjoyable.

BAKING & COOKERY
Cooking takes place in the St Laurence Cookery School which is a brand new facility. It is well suited
for the use of up to 12 students. The group changes each term to allow students to experience this
wonderful facility. We cook a variety of sweet and savoury dishes which the students then eat. We aim
to teach pupils basic culinary skills, the ability to follow a recipe and the joy of cooking.
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BRITISH SIGN LANGUAGE
Service
Within Britain the most common form of Sign Language is called British Sign Language (BSL). BSL
has its own grammatical structure and syntax, as a language it is not dependent nor is it strongly
related to spoken English. BSL is the preferred language of between 50,000 – 70,000 people within the
UK. We are incredibly fortunate that students are able to learn BSL with our experienced instructor
and can even work towards a qualification in BSL. This is an ideal choice for those in yr10 and yr12
needing a service option but is open to all.

BIOLOGY
BIO OLYMPIAD
Biology Olympiad is for 6th form students who wish to increase their biological knowledge and
understanding. This is an extra-curricular enrichment activity that culminates in a 2hr online multiple
choice paper. It is a National competition; medals are awarded to high scoring candidates. This is an
enrichment activity that takes place at various times to suit the timetables of our sixth form students. A
great activity if you are considering a career in Medicine or BioChemistry.
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CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD
The Chemistry Olympiad activity is for 6th Form students who wish to explore areas of chemistry
beyond the AS and A2 specifications and increase their knowledge and understanding of the
subject. The weekly programme will include a variety of discussion topics, quizzes and on-line
challenges. It is hoped that many of those attending the activity will enter Round 1 of the International
Chemistry Olympiad competition in January/February. A great enrichment choice for those looking at
a career in Bio-Chemistry, Chemistry and pharmaceuticals. This activity meets informally with
admission via classes.

CHESS
Chess is a very popular pastime at Ampleforth so sign up quickly! Chess can be taken as an activity,
by boys and girls of all ages and all playing strengths. Coaching is provided during the session from a
highly respected coach. Those taking the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award can take chess as their DofE
‘skill’ by regular attendance at the session. There is also the opportunity to compete against other
schools and clubs.
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CLASSICS SOCIETY - ARCADIA
The Classical Society is intended to broaden the experience of those studying Classical subjects in the
school with a focus on learning about aspects of the Classical World which aren't covered in any of the
specifications. It is an academic society geared towards enjoyment! A super enrichment club for those
considering Classics at university or just come to learn something new.

THE COMBINED CADET FORCE
Aim. The aim of the Ampleforth College is to provide students with the opportunity to develop their
self-discipline and sense of responsibility; improve their self-reliance, endurance and resourcefulness
through active participation in numerous activities and encourage them to persevere in all tasks often
in difficult conditions, in order to develop their leadership skills (both inherent and acquired).

Equality and Diversity. The CCF treats everyone fairly and does not tolerate unlawful
discrimination, including harassment and bullying. We recognize that everyone is unique and respect
differences. We give all cadets the opportunity to develop their abilities fully, whilst emphasizing
their responsibility to others and the Corps. We expect all our cadets to operate as members of a close
knit community, where trust, cohesion and teamwork are decisive factors in our success. We rely on
leadership at all levels and the effective contribution of every cadet to achieve this.
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Core Values. Ampleforth College CCF has an excellent reputation based largely on its spirit, and on
the high standards of professionalism, behaviour and self-discipline that the cadets consistently
display. The Corps depends on team work, which comes from demanding training, strong leadership,
comradeship and trust. Such trust can only exist on the basis of shared values, the maintenance of high
standards, and the personal commitment of every individual to the task, the team and the organisation.
Every adult and cadet has a duty to develop such trust and to uphold our core values:

Selfless Commitment. Loyalty. Courage (Physical and Moral). Respect for Others.
Discipline. Adherence to Law. Integrity.

Training and Competitions. The CCF meets to conduct regular programmed training on Fridays
between 3 and 4.50pm each week. In addition, frequent pre-programmed weekend training and
activities are undertaken in local training areas and on the North Yorkshire Moors. Field craft and Self
Reliance exercises are the culmination of our regular training. Promotion opportunities exist
throughout a cadet’s tenure in the Corps. Eventually the top cadets compete in the Nulli Secundus
Competition to select our Senior Under Officer (the best cadet). Adventure training opportunities
exist with qualifying courses being run at the Cadet Centre for Adventurous Training. Leadership
courses are run at the Cadet Training Centre at Frimley Park. Each summer the CCF Summer Army
and RAF camps are organised and are open for all cadets in those sections. RAF section cadets also
have the opportunity to fly three times per year. The CCF also competes at Regional and National
level in First Aid, Orienteering, Shooting and Military Skills competitions.
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COUNTRY SPORTS
Beagling Games Option
The Ampleforth Beagles, a subscription pack entirely independent of the College, are now kennelled
here in Ampleforth valley, within a couple of miles of the College. Pupils are able both to follow
hounds as they hunt legally, within the terms of the 2004 Hunting Act, over almost all of the
wonderful N.Y. Moors, at a different location each time; they may also be invited to help control
hounds by whipping in. Hunting is on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons from September to March.
Transport to meets is free and hunting was charged at £7 a day this season, at £10 a day from
September 2019. Additionally, hound and kennel work can be available throughout the year to pupils
as a games option on Mondays at £2 per visit (transport free). Contact Mr Torrens-Burton for
information.

Fishing Activity (and Games Option)
Originally a group of five lakes were created by the Fairfaxes of Gilling Castle by damming a narrow
valley curving round Temple Hill opposite the present Abbey and College. The land is now owned by
Ampleforth Abbey, and three lakes have survived, although the Top Lake has been drained for
dredging. In the Summer Term, coarse fishing is available free of charge in the largest, the Bottom
Lake, and the Middle Lake is stocked with trout and is open only to pupils who join the Fishing Club
and pay £25, as well as to staff and members of the monastic community. Fishing is available to pupils
in the Summer Term both as a games option on Wednesdays and Saturdays and in free time. Contact
Mr Torrens-Burton for information.

Gamekeeping Activity (and Games Option)
This activity takes place most days in free time throughout the Game Season (September to beginning
of February), plus as a games option on Mondays and Wednesdays; Saturdays in the season are driven
shooting days. It consists of feeding pheasants and partridge in the Release Pens and at large in the
valley; keeping paths and rides clear to allow shooters and beaters easy access; and general
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maintenance of equipment and pens. Pupils can be usefully employed in larger groups, though three or
four are usually sufficient for each locality. Pupils who take part are assumed to have an interest in
country sports, and most will be hoping to shoot in the Sixth Form. No one may shoot unless he or she
has spent some appreciable time on this activity beforehand. During the remainder of the school year
(February to July) the activity functions less regularly, though small numbers of pupils continue to do
this as a games option on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays, since the tasks are mostly general
maintenance. Contact Mr Torrens-Burton for information.

Game/Rough Shooting Activity (and Games Option)
This is available at the Head's discretion to members of the Sixth Form, subject to conditions
established by the College's legal advisors, and parental consent. Shooting takes place on Saturdays
and on occasional weekday afternoons by arrangement, throughout the game season, under close staff
supervision. Game shooting is currently charged at £55 per day. During the rest of the year, there can
sometimes be vermin shooting (largely pigeon) involving rather smaller numbers. There are up to 9
Sixth Form students are involved as Guns each shooting day, with up to 20 or so younger pupils
beating. Contact Mr Torrens-Burton for information.
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CYBER CENTURION SECURITY CHALLENGE
Do you enjoy puzzles, code breaking and cyber? Then our CyberCenturion competition could be just
the thing for you. CyberCenturion is a competition that is led by Northrop Grumman, in partnership
with Cyber Security Challenge UK and mirrors the US CyberPatriot competition. It is open to anyone
with an interest in cyber, defence, puzzles and code breaking. Each team must play a series of online
qualifying rounds, which will challenge them to learn about networking, defence and cyber security. If
the team scores higher than most of the other players and makes it to the leader board, then they will
be invited to play in the National Final, a face-to-face competition which finds the ultimate champion
team for the year.

DEBATING SOCIETY
The Debating Society hosts discussion of current issues in the United Kingdom and abroad. All are
welcome. This is an activity that would benefit those students who would like to improve their public
speaking skills, be informed voters, hope to study politics or PPE at university or are simply interested
in the world they live in and want to know more about the decision making process.
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
4x4 Club (Winter/Lent only) Yr 8 & 9
Open to students in yrs 8 & 9, this club designs and builds miniature land rovers for competitive
purposes. This is a hands on, team project with the intention of entering a 4x4 competitive league. The
challenge is to build and ‘drive’ a remote controlled land rover through a series of obstacles. This is a
national competition for teams of 4. Three teams will prepare at the same time.

First Lego League: Competition
Open to students in yrs 7-11 this club designs and builds robotics projects from Lego in preparation to
compete in the First Lego League challenge. It combines design, engineering and computer science
alongside creativity and is supported by the Institute of Engineering and Technology.

Vehicle Restoration Project: Land Rover/Berkeley
Ampleforth has been rebuilding and renovating Land Rovers as an activity since 2006. This activity
will introduce and/or improve your basic mechanical skills. It involves the removal and restoration of
body panels, identification and handling of mechanics tools, preparation and painting body panels.
The vehicle when finished will be donated to a charity, where it will help in carrying out the worthy
work of that organisation.
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Open Workshop
The Bamford Workshops have extensive facilities for working in metal, plastics and wood. Students
can use these resources to develop their own projects both within and beyond the curriculum. Staff
offer training, support and encouragement to help develop skills and creativity. Students preparing for
GCSE and A level D&T may use these activity times and will be guided on which to attend. Those
with no prior experience in D&T may be asked to undertake one or more prepared projects, designed
to provide the necessary experiences for successful and safe work in a workshop environment.

Construction Service (Winter/Lent Only)
Service
Students will work as a team to design and manufacture toys for children in need. Guidance and plans
will be provided as required. This is a great activity for those in yr10 and yr12 needing a service
activity. No experience needed, just come along with a ‘can do’ attitude and let’s make a difference!
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DRIVING LESSONS
Year 13 only
As well as the freedom to do private study on a Friday afternoon, the Year 13 may also opt to use the
time for their personal driving lessons. Students wishing to learn how to drive must have the
permission of their parents (via their Hsm). We cannot endorse any particular driving instructor but
can provide a list of local instructors that follow our safeguarding guidelines. All lessons are arranged
by students and parents independently. Year 12 may take driving lessons in their free time (eg Sunday
afternoons), at the discretion of their Hsm and with parental permission.

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH'S AWARD
Service
Students can enroll in September of year 10 for the Silver programme (provided they are 15 years old
early enough in the year) and in May of the year 11 or Sept of year 12 for The Gold Award. Direct
entry at Gold is accepted. The minimum time to complete a Gold Award is 1 year but more commonly
18 months. Up to 28 Silver and 42 Gold Awards can be registered each year. There is an initial
registration fee, charged by the national DofE scheme, to cover Award administration costs. Each
participant follows an individual programme within the four sections of the Award:
The Expedition Section: training takes place in the North York Moors, Yorkshire Dales & Lake
District. Silver assessments are undertaken in the Yorkshire Dales during term time; for Gold the
assessments take place over six days at the beginning of the M6th summer holidays in designated wild
country areas, usually in Scotland. There are charges to cover transport, expenses and food for
expeditions. Typically these will be around £35 for a 1-night, weekend expedition; perhaps £75 for a
2-night expedition in the Lake District and approximately £240 for 3-night expedition to Scotland
including 2 nights in Youth Hostels on the journeys there and back.
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The Volunteering Section will be completed by most participants at home during their holidays. This
will involve candidates identifying suitable voluntary, unpaid service activities which can be sustained
for the required period of time (a minimum of 60 hours spread over a period of at least 12 months at
Gold level) and an adult who will take responsibility for supervising and reporting upon their
progress. There are a limited number of opportunities to do this within the College with Award
participants represented in the CCF, Schola and some charitable work. Service in the participants’
own communities, away from school, is preferable and encouraged within the spirit of the Award
Scheme. The Physical Recreation Section is well catered for within the wide range of sporting and
fitness opportunities at the School. In the Skills Section almost any interest or hobby can be approved,
excepting those covered by Physical Recreation. Popular choices include playing musical instruments,
art, photography, design and technology projects, the theatre, shooting, debating, librarianship, fishing
and chess.

At Gold level participants must also undertake a Residential Project away from home. This must be
for a minimum of five days and four nights in a non-domestic setting, taking part in shared activity
with others not previously known to the participant. The activity should be either of service to others
or educational to themselves. Choices are individual and varied: for example, working with the
elderly, sick or young people in a variety of settings; music, sailing, language, classical studies, sports,
leadership and revision courses; national park, canal and cathedral conservation projects. The
Ampleforth visit to Lourdes cannot be chosen as many fellow students from Ampleforth attend. Our
experience suggests it is well worth careful consideration of the expectations placed upon participants,
alongside their existing commitments, before choosing to enrol. The Award requires sustained
commitment and initiative and participants are responsible for much of their own programme. Some
existing commitments will mesh well with the Award and support a participant’s progress. Some may
not and we are concerned to ensure that none are overburdened; students with a wide spread of
existing commitments may find it difficult to manage this significant additional undertaking. The
Award is both challenging and rewarding. Assessment in all elements of the Award is based upon
effort, commitment, improvement and progress towards individually set goals.
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THE DUKE OF YORK AWARD
Service (all year groups)
The Duke of York Inspiring Digital Enterprise Award (iDEA) organisation mirrors the Duke of
Edinburgh Awards with Bronze, Silver and Gold awards being earned. It is suitable for all year
groups. The student’s record of achievement certificate can be downloaded at any point during the
year listing their progress and can be validated online by perspective employers or educational
institutions. These badges can then work towards the Bronze, Silver and Gold awards. iDEA is a
programme that helps you develop digital, enterprise and employability skills for free. Through a
series of online challenges and events, you can win career and life enhancing badges, unlock new
opportunities and, ultimately, gain industry recognised awards that help you stand out from the crowd.
iDEA is about lifelong learning, for anyone who wants to develop their skills. Turn your learning into
earning! Please take a look at the website: https://idea.org.uk/.

DA VINCI DECATHLON (WINTER/LENT)
The da Vinci Decathlon is an academic competition run in the spirit of an Olympic Decathlon,
designed to challenge and stimulate the minds of students. Students compete in teams of eight across
10 disciplines: engineering, mathematics and chess, code breaking, art and poetry, science, English,
ideation, creative producers, cartography and general knowledge. Throughout 2018/19, students in
Years 6-9 will be able to try out the different activities and hone their skills before a College team
travels to Italy in autumn 2019 to participate in the 2019 international da Vinci Decathlon competition.
This is a fabulous enrichment activity.
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ECO SOCIETY – STEWARDSHIP
Service (all year groups)

The Eco Society will be working with the Eco-Schools Programme which is a pupil-led
activity involving hands-on learning that gets the whole school and wider community
involved in exciting environmental projects. The Eco-Schools programme allows us to
embark on a meaningful path towards improving the environment in both our school and the
local community whilst at the same time embracing the Benedictine core value of
stewardship. The Eco-Schools programme was introduced in 1994 in response to the 1992
UN Rio Earth Summit, Eco-Schools is operated globally by the Foundation for
Environmental Education (FEE) and is managed in England by Keep Britain Tidy.

EQUESTRIAN (AMPLEFORTH COLLEGE EQUESTRIAN)
The Equestrian society meets every Friday and travels to Sinnington riding school to ride. The
students receive lessons from qualified instructors and do not need their own ponies/horses in order to
participate. Many of our students that ride also compete and a number have been involved in regional
school competitions and several students have displayed their talents at exhibition.
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FACE/FAW
Service
Face-Faw supports projects and is involved in promoting gap year opportunities for students and Old
Amplefordians. Projects that Face-Faw supports include Mary’ Meals focusing on Chigwaja Primary
School in Malawi, The Romanian Children’s Humanitarian Foundation through Face-Faw/RCHF
Summer Camps, Francis Maria Libermann School in Zanzibar, San Lorenzo School in Santiago, Chile
and Depaul UK, for the young and homeless in the North-East. Other UK based projects also include
house retreats being linked to Yorkshire hospices. Further projects are located in Kenya, BosniaHerzegovina, and in the UK. In 2015-2016, Face-Faw organised activities to support these projects such as SHACATHON and the 6th Annual Croquet Tournament. Other fundraising events include:








All-Night Sleep Out
Own Clothes Day
A Gig at Windmill
The Big Walk (supporting Friendship Holiday and other projects)
Collections at Carol Services
The Colour Run
Marketing of Face-Faw projects.
Face-Faw also provides links with projects for possible gap year service. Under its present title, FaceFaw dates from 1993; it was the inspiration of the then Headmaster, Fr Leo Chamberlain. However,
the aspirations and activities of Face-Faw pre-date the invention of its title. In the Second World War
and afterwards, the support for Eastern Europe and Poland involved the creation of a hostel for Polish
students in Oswaldkirk. In the 1980s, Fr Leo was involved in supporting aid to Poland and
even travelled to Poland on a relief lorry at that time. In 1992-1995, during the Balkans Conflict, FaceFaw helped with aid to Bosnia-Herzegovina.

OUTDOOR CONSERVATION STEWARDSHIP
Service
The Outdoor conservation stewards group will be a chance to engage in some long term service for the
benefit of the Monastic Community, village and the college. The students will help plan and carry out
outdoor tasks in the grounds and surrounding areas with an aim to improving the local environment
and contributing to the Stewardship of the Valley. Projects range from gardening, to bee conservation.
A great service in the Benedictine tradition.
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THE FRIENDSHIP HOLIDAY.
Service – Yr 12 (by Application – Not a Friday afternoon service)
The pupils in the Middle Sixth organise and fund a holiday at Ampleforth for students from a special
needs school in Nottingham. The Friendship Holiday was established in 2004 in conjunction with Oak
Field School in Nottingham. Oak Field School is a special needs school for pupils with mental,
physical and various other disabilities. The pupils from Nottingham are sixth formers, many of whom
are leaving their school this year. Chronologically they are the same age as our own students at
Ampleforth but have significant differences in their physical, mental and social needs.

Middle Sixth students are responsible for fundraising throughout the year in order to fund the holiday
so that there is no cost to the Oak Field students or their staff. They are also responsible for planning
and running the holiday itself including all activities and trips. Finally, during the holiday our students
act as full time carers for the Oak Field students, including helping them to wash, dress, eat etc. This is
a very popular activity and there is an application process in place so that all students are given a fair
chance. Details on how to apply will be advertised at the beginning of the year.

SENIOR HISTORY ACTIVITY
The Senior History Activity is open to all Sixth Form but Upper Sixth Form students who are serious
about studying History at university are particularly encouraged to attend. The emphasis is very much
on developing students’ depth of understanding of the past, going far deeper than the examination
syllabuses, with the focus on looking at historiography (how historians have studied and interpreted
the past), current issues and debates in History and preparing for the study of History at a more
advanced level.
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ST LAURENCE PROJECT
Service: Yr 10
This is open to students in yr 10 and is very similar to the Alban Roe Projects. Created by Mrs
Rogerson, this project allows students to have links to the local care home and refugee centre and
participate in important outreach work. The students visit the elderly, have made Christmas gifts for
care homes, collected items to donate to the local food banks and organised shoe box appeals.

LIBRARY, PRIVATE STUDY & READING GROUPS
Members of the library staff are assisted by a team of Student Librarians who are selected to represent
Houses and year groups (except first year). In addition to getting together for ‘library tea’ each week,
Student Librarians carry out duties, recommend resources, and discuss developments. They are
expected to give practical help to others who use the library, for which they need to develop an
understanding of the library’s resources, systems and services. To learn how the library works
students usually spend a term as a trainee before they are formally appointed. Students interested in
becoming Librarians, including those who have previously expressed their interest, should apply
directly to Miss Raine, the Librarian. Mrs Raine invites you to come to the library to join in with the
reading groups. Students can take a step back from academic life and relax on the library sofas with a
good book. Take the opportunity to meet other people who enjoy reading and expand your reading
horizons. There will be time for independent reading, opportunities to listen to stories and, most
importantly, open discussion about books, the kind of books that you like to read. Members of the
group will be free to choose what they want to read and discuss, to pursue their own reading interests
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and share their views on what they’ve read. This is not an English class; there are no set texts that you
have to read. We’ll meet in the library, where the Librarians will lead the group and give advice about
suitable books and reading activities. Bring a book and some ideas!

MUSIC
SCHOLA CANTORUM & SCHOLA PUELLARUM
Service
Admission to the choirs of the Abbey Church is solely by audition and previous singing experience is
essential, preferably supported by some instrumental ability as well. The Choirs sing Mass twice
weekly during term time. Major concerts take place three times a year, and tours are made from time
to time. There are also occasional broadcasts and recordings. Our choirs provide a fantastic service to
our parish and are also famous for their amazing performances in the Abbey Church, in particular,
Handel’s Messiah.
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ABRSM MUSIC THEORY: GRADE 5
Students usually take Grade 5 theory in order to take instrumental or singing grades beyond Grade 5
(which earn those good old UCAS points), or to help with GCSE/A level Music. Students work
through 14 topics (one per class), take a mock paper, and then, depending on progress, take the exam
in November, February or June. All classes are expertly taught by Mr Hardie.

AMPLEFORTH SINGERS
The Ampleforth Singers is a small choir consisting of members from the Schola Cantorum and Schola
Puellarum. The choirs sing pieces from both the classical and jazz repertoire. It is usually directed by
students, and all members are encouraged to compose, accompany and choose repertoire for the
choir. The choir consists of good sight-readers, and performs throughout the year at a variety of public
venues, both within and outside the College. This group gained a huge following after Carol singing at
the St Nicholas Fayre in York.
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COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
Service
The College Orchestra is an integral part of a student's instrumental tuition. Membership is
compulsory for those chosen. Woodwind, brass and percussion players are selected by audition and
string players join when their teachers think it appropriate. The orchestra performs as wide a repertoire
as possible and also accompanies students who are judged capable of performing as soloists. There are
opportunities to perform at the St Cecilia concert and Exhibition prize giving.

PRO MUSICA
In addition to the orchestra, the Pro Musica offers advanced level ensemble coaching to selected string
players as well as participation in specialist workshops and outreach days.

BIG BAND
The purpose of Big Band is to give more advanced saxophonists and brass players an opportunity to
explore the rich and varied styles of swing, jazz through to soul and other fusion of pop/jazz styles.
The band also includes a rhythm section (drums, bass, piano/guitar). The Big Band has a massive
following and is extremely popular in the locality, playing at Hovingham Hall, Ampleforth Village
Fundraisers and the Friday evening Exhibition dinner in the Marquee.
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AMPLEFORTH JUNIOR AND SENIOR BRASS ENSEMBLES
The Senior Ampleforth Brass Ensemble was formed in September 2006. Due to its success a Junior
Brass Ensemble was formed in January 2008. Both groups perform brass music from both the
Classical and Jazz repertoire. They perform throughout the year at a variety of public venues, from the
St. Cecilia and Exhibition concerts to parents’ days, house punches and carols at Christmas.

THE AMPLEFORTH HIGHLANDERS PIPE BAND (JUNIOR AND SENIOR BANDS).
The Senior Ampleforth Highlanders was formed in 2001 and due to its success a Junior Pipe band was
formed in September 2013. The band is made up of a number of personnel, pipers, snare drummers,
tenor drummers, bass drummers and a drum major(s). The Development Pipe band is for those
learning pipes and drums who want to gain experience before joining the Senior band.

The Drum Corps is a very strong feature of the band and they have their own performance when the
band performs the Drum Salute, the band also performs at a number of events throughout the year both
at college and at other schools. The band has vacancies in any of these areas for students who wish to
learn to play in the band. All equipment and travel are provided free by the pipe band.

THE POETRY SOCIETY
Sixth Form
The "Pot Soc" meets irregularly to enjoy poetry in all its facets. Members bring along a pound and a
poem: the former to subsidise a glass of wine, essential stimulant to the Muse, and the latter to read
aloud. Poems are sometimes old favourites, occasionally new finds, and on the more exciting
occasions, original work.
Meetings will sometimes be "themed": Christmas poetry accompanied by mince pies, Irish poetry
around St Patrick's day (in which case a glass of stout replaces the wine), or the poetry of travel; or a
particular poem might be the focus of the evening, such as a reading of Keats' The Eve of St Agnes if
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the meeting falls on the 20 January. Practising poets such as Vernon Scannell and Les Murray have
visited and read their work.

SCIENCE CLUB
Ampleforth’s Science Club is open to all years (except sixth form students – who instead should
consider one of the Science Olympiads) to increase their scientific knowledge and rediscover the fun
of Science. The aim of the club is to provide students with an opportunity to conduct experiments and
investigations of a greater variety and in more depth than is plausible during class time. Activities will
be drawn from all sciences with some experiments being conducted in the Science Labs as well as
surveying and observing the wildlife which lives in the valley. There will also be opportunities for
students to suggest experiments or investigations which they would like to conduct.

SHOOTING - (AMPLEFORTH COLLEGE SHOOTING CLUB)
Full and Small bore shooting is available and takes place on the School Indoor/Outdoor Range and on
Strensall Army ranges. National/Domestic competitions are entered in both disciplines and each year
the school is represented at Bisley during the summer holidays. Inter House Shooting Competitions
take place each term with Yr 9 Individual Shooting Competitions in the Lent term.
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AUTUMN TERM
.22 Shooting

Mon

Indoor Range

1st VIII & 2nd

Tue

Indoor Range

Mixed Yrs

Wed

Indoor Range

Mixed Yrs

Thu

Indoor Range

Mixed Yrs

Fri

Indoor Range

Mixed Yrs

Full bore shooting is by invitation and dates are dependent on range availability.

SPORTS
BADMINTON (BOYS & GIRLS)
Badminton is a much enjoyed sport and pastime here at the college. Open to all years during the
summer months, it’s a great opportunity to learn something new and make some new friends. Coached
by a Badminton specialist.

CRICKET NETS (BOYS & GIRLS)
Throughout the two winter terms the school cricketers work on their skills in the indoor nets in SAC.
They endeavour to fine tune their batting, bowling and fielding skills in preparation for their busy
cricket programme in the summer term. During the autumn term juniors and seniors work together but
as the Lent term draws to a close the seniors work separately to the juniors. These sessions are open to
all students but team players are strongly encouraged to attend at least one session a week.
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FOOTBALL (BOYS & GIRLS)
Football takes place after school and on Friday afternoons with sessions provided for both boys and
girls.

HOCKEY (BOYS & GIRLS)
Hockey is a growing sport at Ampleforth and in order to increase the opportunities to train and
improve their skill the students are offered a number of opportunities to play and train. The sessions
consist of drills and match play and those who wish to play competitively are encouraged to attend.

NETBALL (WINTER/LENT ONLY)
For all those keen to get into shape for the upcoming netball season or for those who just want to enjoy
a friendly game, netball activity takes place on a Wednesday evening in the SAC, 5pm - 6pm. Sessions
will include some fun skill based drills followed by a practice match. Come along and see just how
competitive you can be! All ages and abilities welcome.

RUGBY (BOYS & GIRLS)
Rugby training takes place in and outside of the timetable and separate sessions are available for boys
and girls to learn, train and compete.

SQUASH (BOYS & GIRLS)
Most evenings the squash courts in the St. Alban Centre are in use, the students can make a booking
with the SAC reception having had an induction. Squash coaching is available on a Friday afternoon.
Various standards from beginner to team players can be catered for.
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20:20:20 (BOYS & GIRLS)
20:20:20 is a fun fitness session that involves 20 minutes of Cardio, 20 minutes strength training and
20 minutes core work alongside stretching and relaxation. This class takes place in SAC on the
mezzanine.

TENNIS (BOYS & GIRLS)
With over 19 dedicated tennis courts and a further nine from the Hockey astro turf, Ampleforth boasts
excellent tennis facilities, offering more courts than most other providers in the North of England.
As such, we are able to provide so many of our students with the opportunity to play quality tennis in
the summer months where other schools struggle for court time. Our courts are flood lit so there are
chances to play throughout the day, night and year. As a result Ampleforth has, over the last ten years,
consistently, produced excellent tennis results at both the elite and participation levels. We are one of
only a handful of schools who can put out 15 couples per age group. We compete at all age groups,
boys, girls and mixed levels. We play friendly matches every Saturday in the summer and enter
national tournaments at U15 and U18 levels throughout the year. Tennis coaching is available for both
boys and girls throughout the year. We have our own resident professional tennis coach (Mr de Vries)
who coaches individuals and groups. In addition to this there is a group activity session on a Friday
afternoon.

TENNIS LEADERS (BOYS & GIRLS)
Year 12 service
Year 12 wishing to assist with the running of tennis courses are trained by our specialist Tennis coach
and attend the tennis coaching activity on a Friday afternoon. A tennis leader is someone that is able to
support the coach with the running of the tennis programme. The content is suitable for older students
just starting out on the tennis career pathway, right through to adult volunteers looking to support their
local coach, referee or club official. This is a certified programme run by the LTA, counting towards
their Year 12 service commitment and is great for anyone passionate about tennis or for team players.
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KARATE
Many people in a variety of institutions - sports centres, schools, colleges, universities and private
clubs, practise karate. They have chosen karate for a number of reasons - to keep fit, to develop a
sense of awareness and self-confidence and also for self-defence. At Ampleforth Karate Club these
activities take place within the context of teaching and learning in a safe, disciplined environment.
Many different skills are learned, knowledge and understanding is developed, and a positive attitude
with personal and social attributes is encouraged. It is important to understand that Karate is not the
study of violence.
Karate training aims to contribute to the development of co-ordination, control and mastery of the
body and, to a certain extent, the development of the mind. Students are encouraged to learn through
action and observation as well as from theory. They are also encouraged to pass on as much of their
knowledge and experience as possible, in a confident and mature manner.
Karate training requires determined thought as well as effort. It leads to improved physical and mental
performance, which gives Karate students a good sense of discipline and etiquette. This often develops
the ability to achieve high academic success through determined study. Students of Karate gain
satisfaction and enjoyment from working towards a goal, and practising diligently to overcome the
many challenges presented to them. Two instructors from outside the college, Ian MacLaren and
Jayne Drysdale, do the teaching, and have been doing so for many years. Ian has a 5th Dan Black Belt
and Josie has a 4th Dan Black Belt, both awarded by the Japanese Karate Association. Open to all and
newcomers always welcome.

THE THEATRE
AMPLEFORTH TELEVISION (ATV)
This activity offers students the opportunity to learn the art of practical video production. Throughout
the year students use their skills to film events which take place across the campus including plays,
Exhibition, CCF Guard of Honour, live broadcasts of the Exhibition Prize-Giving and FACE/FAW
rock concert. Such projects allow students to understand the process from pre-production through to
DVD publishing.
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The activity has a proud history and has an archive full of interesting features from the last 20 years at
the College. Notable achievements have included supplying footage for the school prospectus DVD,
local charities, newsreels, activities videos and even the filming of a Chekov short story, excerpts of
which were once shown on Channel 4.
Based in the Theatre, the ATV Room is fitted out with high quality digital editing facilities and camera
equipment. The activity is an attractive option for students already interested in theatre, though it is
open to any student wishing to explore television production further. There are opportunities
throughout the year to be part of a production team, and we meet accordingly at variable times. The
activity also has input from staff with experience in the television field, which complements the
importance of student initiative. Anyone willing to be reliable, responsible, innovative, flexible and
hard working is welcome.

DRAMA PRODUCTION (SCHOOL PLAYS)
During the year there are a number of productions that students can get involved in, including
musicals and plays. Auditions are open for all and the selected cast members then attend regular
rehearsals for between eight to ten weeks, culminating in an exciting succession of evening
performances. Where possible, rehearsals are scheduled to fit other commitments and we also hold
occasional pre-season residentials to immerse the cast in the theatrical experience. In the Summer
term, the Exhibition Play is solely for Year 9 and 10 as all other year groups are in the midst of their
Public Examinations.
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GREEN ROOM
Service
This involves the more practical element of the theatre; constructing the sets used in the plays,
devising lighting plans and setting up sound systems. There are a variety of activities including
research for set design, set painting, prop making, woodwork, rigging lights, publicity and of course,
running the show. The theatre technician is on hand to provide technical support and expertise and
encourage students in their projects. Members of Green Room will have the option of undertaking the
STSG Performance Support Award to gain a certificate recognising their skills and experience.

The Theatre is also open at other times if students wish to work on their projects. The Green Room is
the more social side to this activity and members pay a subscription of £7 a term for tea, biscuits and
toast. Members are expected to be involved with productions even if they cannot attend activity
afternoons. Times: Monday-Saturday morning break and afternoon tea.

DANCE ACADEMY
Dancing is taught in our custom made dance studio with sprung floors and mirrors located in the
college performing arts centre. Specialist teachers deliver a variety of dance lessons ranging from
ballet to jazz to ballroom dance. Try your hand (or feet!) at something new or for those who are
experienced, come along and continue your dancing grades.
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At several points in the year, there is the opportunity to learn Reeling (Scottish dancing) in preparation
for the St Andrews Ball and Burns night. Ball room and swing dancing are also on offer to the sixth
form in the run up to the leaver’s ball

YOUNG ENTERPRISE
Service
Young Enterprise's mission statement is "to inspire and equip young people to learn and succeed
through enterprise." Its guiding principle is to do this through 'learning by doing.'
M6 Business students (and others through interview) undertake the ultimate enterprise
experience; mentored by Young Enterprise Business Advisers, students set up and run their own real
company over a year. Throughout the year the group must attend a weekly board meeting every Friday
5.15-6.05pm. In the build-up to the trade fairs and competitions the company directors do need to
arrange additional times to meet to prepare fully. The years’ experience includes setting up and
running a company; submitting a company report with business plan and accounts; attending trade
fairs and training events with the end goal to present to the judging panel at the regional final in
Harrogate. If successful the team then goes forward to the national final in London and then on to the
European final. Overall, an amazing opportunity and something which will impress and stand out on
personal statements!
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